
"Character Exercise"

Warm-up: Start by asking students (all students together,
simultaneously) to simply walk around the open space the way they
would normally walk.  Ask them to change directions as they walk
so that they are not walking in a circle.  Ask them to change levels
as they walk from high to medium to low.  Ask them to change
speeds as they walk from slow motion, to medium, to fast.  Ask
them to lead their walking using varying parts of their body; first
the nose, then the head, then one of the shoulders, then the torso,
then the chest, then a hip.

Moving as a character: Ask students to think of one of the people
they observed, and to keep that person in mind.  Ask them to begin
walking as that character, (again, all students are doing this
together simultaneously). What do students remember from their
observation?  What part of the body did that person lead with when
they walked?  How did they walk?  Fast, slow, medium?  Did they
plod?  Did they shuffle their feet as they walked?  How did the
hands move as they walked?  How was the head held?  The
shoulders?  The legs? The torso?  How does the walking convey the
character�s age?  How does the walking convey the character�s
emotional state?  How does the walking convey the character�s
inner conflicts?

Forming a statue of the character:  Students are directed to form a
statue that depicts this character by the count of 10.  As students
are forming their statues, side-coach them by reminding them of
various body parts.  How does this character hold their head? Their
shoulders? Their arms? Their feet?  Their legs?  What facial
expression does this character have? Coach them to exaggerate the
facial expression. By the time you reach the count of 10, all
students have frozen into their statues.  Walk around and tap
various students on the shoulders.  The students whose shoulders
have been tapped become the audience and are directed to let go
of being a statue for a few minutes, and to walk around and silently
observe the other statues.  After these students have observed all
of the statues, ask them to resume the statue that they originally
created before becoming an observer.  Then the students who have
been being observed become the audience. Continue switching
students from the observer role to the statue role until all students
have been both statues and observers.



The statues come to life:  Ask half of the students to become the
audience. The remaining students, (who are still frozen in the
statue of their character) form one sentence in their minds of the
most important thing that their character might have to say.  Walk
around and lightly tap various students� shoulders who are frozen in
the statue.  When tapped, that student comes to life and speaks for
a designated short interval.  Continue until all students have
vocalized one statement.  Switch groups so that the statues now
become the audience, and the audience the statues.

Discussion and reflection:  The teacher leads a group
discussion/brainstorm on the statue exercise.  Pertinent questions
might be:
What did you notice?  What did you see?  What caught your
attention? What words or images still are lingering in your mind?
What repelled you?  What delighted you?  What surprised you?
What new insight(s) do you have?  How did the body positions
convey character?  Did a particular body position strike you?  What
moods or emotions were conveyed through the various body
positions?  Did any of the characters remind you of someone you
know?  How does the body convey character?


